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Abstract
First, the paper starts with the meaning of power and empowerment and discusses the concept of empowering leadership. It summarizes the constructs and measuring instruments of empowering leadership by literature analysis. Second, on the basis of empirical researches, it analyzes the antecedents and effectiveness as well as intervening factors. Finally, it points out the limitations of current researches and some prospects for the future research.
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1. Introduction
Leadership is a hotspot in the field of management science. The earliest research that uses scientific method can be traced back to leadership trait theory in the early 20th century [1]. And then, more researches on leadership theory are sprung out, including four-graph theory of Ohio State University, leadership system model theory of University of Michigan, situational leadership theory, the path goal theory, two factor theory of transformational leadership and transactional leadership.

In recent years, enterprises are facing profound technology and business revolution. These changes bring flat and centralized organization design, flexibility, customer orientation, the improvement of quality and efficiency. In addition, the nature of work has changed a lot. It becomes more complex and demands more cognition. “Intellectual employee” becomes the core of the quickly increasing labor. Under the background of such a change, the empowerment leadership is born as a special kind of leader.

The concept of empowerment leadership was proposed in 1990s. Manz originally called empowerment leadership as “super leadership” [2]. Pearce extended leadership theory and proposed four factor theory consisted of transformational leadership, transactional leadership, instrumental leadership and empowerment leadership by exploring factor analysis [3]. And he confirmed its validity through confirmatory factor analysis with the third sample. So empowerment leadership could be isolated as an independent type of leadership. Difference from
traditional leadership style, empowerment leadership emphasized the process of subordinate’s self-influence instead of level control.

2. The Meaning of Empowerment Leadership

2.1. Social Relationship Perspective

According to social exchange theory, power is a concept that can reflect social concept. It represents the inter-dependent social function and the asymmetric control of resources and results in the context of a particular situation and social relations [4]. This definition implies two characteristics of power: controlling others and being independent of others in order to achieve their goals. Power works as a control mechanism. The one who owns power can drive others to help them achieve their goals. In another word, power is the ability not influenced by others. A person will be subject to others without power and he will be relatively free with power. Power source can be the individual’s ability to provide valuable resources to the organization. It can also be his position in the organization structure, professional skills and opportunity to access to specific knowledge or information, etc.

From this perspective, empowerment is a kind of resource allocation strategy that can reduce the dependence on high power. The empowerment leadership behavior can be defined as a series of management practices, including decentralization, participation, information sharing and training [5] [6].

2.2. Psychological Motivation Perspective

In the psychological literature, power and control are used to describe the state of belief individual’s internal motivation or expectation. For example, the individual is considered to have the need for power [6]. In another word, he has the internal need to influence and control others. Power and control have drawn many psychologists’ attention. Their studies include internal/external control, acquisition, the main/secondary control. Individual’s power needs will be met when they perceive that they have power or they believe they can adequately handle life events, situations or people attached to them. On the other hand, when the individual feels that power is very low, or they think they cannot handle the physical or social requirements that are raised by the environment, their power needs will not be met. Under the perspective of this research, power is related to an inner self-determining demand or a belief in individual self-efficacy [7].

Empowerment leadership behaviors from this perspective include any management decision or technology that can improve employee’s inner level of motivation by enhancing his self-determining demand or self-efficacy [8] [9]. Thomas believed that empowerment was an improvement on the level of intrinsic motivation, and proposed the concept of “psychological empowerment” [10]. Spreitzer explained employees’ perception of power as the four aspects of employee’s perception of work meaning, self-efficacy, autonomy and influence [11].

3. Construction and Measurement

From these two theoretical perspectives, scholars have made different discussions on the structure and measurement method of the empowerment leadership. From the perspective of psychological empowerment, Thomas proposed a cognitive model composed of sense of meaning, sense of competency, sense of autonomy and impact [10]. On the base of this model, Spreitzer developed a multidimensional scale of psychological empowerment [11]. And he confirmed the validity of this four-dimension scale through the two-order confirmatory factor analysis. Using empirical research method, Li Chaoping et al. verified the applicability of Spreitzer’s psychological empowerment scale on the background of Chinese culture through twice questionnaire surveys on 23 companies [12]. And he examined empowerment’s impact on employee attitude with this scale. Ahearne divided the empowerment leadership behavior into four dimensions [8], and developed an empowerment leadership scale on the basis of qualitative study of Conger [9] and empirical study of Hui and Thomas [13]. The scale has the high reliability with the internal consistency coefficient of 0.88.

From the perspective of management practice, Arnold explored the structure of empowerment leadership through a qualitative study and two quantitative studies [14]. Firstly, he commenced on a comprehensive interview of 195 people from three organizations, including external leaders and internal members and getting the preliminary dimension of empowerment leadership behavior. Then he abstracted five factors of leading by ex-
ample, participatory decision-making, counseling, information sharing and caring through questionnaire surveys, which was confirmed to have high validity by further cross validation. The empowerment leadership behavior questionnaire ELBQ established by Konczak contained 6 dimensions and 17 items [15]. The dimensions include decentralization of authority, emphasis on responsibility, encouraging independent decision-making, sharing information, cultivating skills and encouraging innovation. The examination result showed that consistency coefficients (0.82 - 0.90) of all projects reach the standard. Wang Hui studied the dimension and measurement of empowerment behavior in the context of Chinese enterprises using empirical research methods [16]. The content of empowerment leadership was divided into six dimensions: personal development support, process control, power appointment, results and target control, participative decision-making and work instruction. In this study, Wang Hui developed an empowerment leadership scale consisted of 24 items. The structure validity of the scale was confirmed by a further confirmatory factor analysis, and the internal consistency analysis showed that the scale had a good reliability.

In summary, the research on the structure and measurement of the empowerment leadership in foreign countries is very rich. And the measurement is more in the form of questionnaire, which reflects leader’s empowerment behavior by subject report. Because of the huge difference between Chinese and Western culture, is the foreign scale suitable for the study of the organizational behavior in the context of Chinese culture. In recent years, although some domestic scholars have seen this difference and begun to explore the structure of the empowerment leadership under the situation of China, but the research number is relatively small. Nowadays the positive studies in our country mostly use the six-dimension scale developed by Pearce and Sims in 2000 which included encouraging self-reward, encouraging teamwork, participative goal setting, encouraging independent action, encouraging opportunity thinking and encouraging self-development. So the future study should dedicate to make up for this shortage. To explore the most effective empowerment leadership behavior in different industries under Chinese culture background and develop correspondent scale, laying foundation for future study.

4. The Antecedents of Empowerment Leadership

The previous studies on the antecedents of empowerment leadership can be classified to four types: individual level factors (sex, personality, control desire), leader-subordinate relationship factors (trust, leader-member exchange), organization level factors (organization system control) and culture factors (power distance, uncertainty avoidance).

It was found that trust was the basis of empowerment leadership behavior [17]. Hakimi thought that leader’s trust degree in subordinate’s performance and integrity can positively predict empowerment leadership behavior which is moderated by responsibility of the big five personality [5]. Wei Huimin found that leader’s cognitive trust and emotional trust in the subordinate are both helpful to increase the empowerment leadership behavior, in which cognitive trust has the greatest influence on the decision-making participation dimension of empowerment behavior and emotional trust has the greatest influence on information sharing dimension and coach dimension of empowerment behavior [18]. This study also found the moderation role of system control and leader’s power distance between trust and empowerment leadership behavior.

Spreitzer considered that if a leader chooses to empower or not, to a large extent, depends on his cognition in the risk of empowerment and the willingness to take risks [11]. Yang Ying found that task performance, power status, organizational interests risk considerations will negatively affect the leader’s empowerment behavior, and this negative relationship is subject to leadership-member exchange (LMX) and organizational centralization [19].

Offerman found that uncertainty avoidance is positively related to leadership control through cross cultural study, but negatively related to empowerment and kindness [20]. The study launched by Liu Wenxing from the perspective of value and work characteristics found that uncertainty avoidance will hinder leadership empowerment behavior and workload will promote leadership empowerment behavior. It was also found that leader’s position level and control willingness of external things play a regulatory role [21].

There are studies that have found the effects of gender on empowerment. Rosener found that male managers were more likely to have transactional leadership compared with female managers, exchanging reward and punishment for performance and using power from the position and authority [22]. Robins found that female manager is more likely to show democratic and participatory leadership and employee oriented leadership. The meta-
analysis results given by Eagly shown that female managers exhibited more transformational leadership behaviors and male managers showed more transactional leadership behaviors [23]. However, there are some studies, on the contrary, found that gender had no significant effect on the leadership empowerment behavior, such as Slaughter’s study for 141 subordinates and 33 IT project supervisor shown that gender had no obvious effect on the leadership style [24].

5. The Effectiveness of Empowerment Leadership

On the basis of synthesizing previous study, Raub explored the effectiveness of the empowerment leadership on individual level [25]. The research explored a series of behavioral outcome variables of different levels from the perspective of empowerment leadership practice and psychological empowerment. The research objects were frontline service staff and their supervisors from Middle East and Asia Pacific division of a multinational chain hotel. The research model is shown in Figure 1, which included the responsibility oriented in-role behavior and the interpersonal cooperation oriented external role behavior of affinity and the challenging status quo oriented challenging external role behavior. The study confirmed the effectiveness of the empowerment leadership on employee’s behavioral outcomes on three levels and shown that psychological empowerment was an important intermediate variable between the empowerment leadership and challenging external role behavior. This finding of the effectiveness of empowerment leadership on individual level had been confirmed by relevant researches. Gao studied challenging external role behavior, voice behavior, of employees from the telecommunication industry and found employee’s trust in supervisor and empowerment leadership behavior were important factors to promote employee voice [26]. Chen examined the mechanism of the impact of empowerment leadership on team members, and the research found that empowerment leadership positively affected cooperation behavior and innovative behavior of the team through psychological empowerment and affective commitment [27].

Kirkman launched empirical research on empowerment leadership from the perspective of group level which was shown in Figure 2 [28]. The sample was selected from four companies in the United States, two of which were large firms ranking among Fortune 50 and two other small companies. The results shown that empower-
ment leadership on group level which included four dimensions of potency, meaningfulness, autonomy and impact was more likely to improve organization performance in comparison with the traditional leadership. And the improvement was mainly reflected in employee performance results like team productivity, proactive and customer service quality and employee attitude like job satisfaction and organizational commitment.

Humborstad confirmed that empowerment leadership was important to job performance [29]. Wellins found that the empowered team was more proactive, seeking continuous improvement on the quality of work, continuous optimization of work process, searching for creative solutions [30]. Guzzo considered the team with higher sense of competency would provide better service for both internal and external customers [31]. Gorn considered employee’s job satisfaction would be higher when the work was more meaningful [32]. Cordery found the empowered team had higher organizational commitment level compared with the traditional team in the same company [33]. Through analysis of the differences between teams, Kai further confirmed empowerment leadership could predict employee’s job satisfaction and organizational commitment level [34].

Kirkman believed that the future research should focus on the combination of individual level and group level [28]. In addition, it is necessary to carry out the cross-industry research to improve the generalization and popularization of the conclusions.

In addition to researches of individual level and group level, a few researchers have examined the effectiveness of the empowerment leadership on organizational level like Figure 3. Birdi analyzed the performance data of 308 British manufacturing firms which was provided by the UK credit information institution. The data covered financial performance from 1980 to 2003 of the entire UK business community. Three longitudinal studies by telephone interview and questionnaire survey established that the enterprise performance benefited from its empowerment practice. However, the study did not distinguish between middle managers and senior managers and further examined the effect of penetration degree of enterprise’s empowerment practice on the organizational effectiveness. Carmeli made up for this deficiency. He found that CEO’s empowerment leadership style could enhance the effectiveness of the executive team (TMT), thereby improving corporate performance. However, in addition to corporate performance on organizational level, what else aspects of the enterprise could empowerment leadership have an impact on? There are few studies on this problem. So studies on the effectiveness of empowerment leadership on organization level need to be further improved.

6. Review and Prospect

In the empowerment leadership team, employees are granted more autonomy, self-leadership and control of the work environment. On the other hand, managers are required to provide support, encouraging self management and increasing empowerment. In addition, managers should also set an example, provide information and resources, encourage self-reinforcement and build trust. An authorized organization can better cope with the change of business environment brought by increasingly fierce global competition, can meet customer requirements for higher quality of products and adapt to the transformation from manufacturing enterprises to service-oriented enterprises. Therefore, managers should pay attention to the training of empowerment leadership behaviors like providing support and encouragement, decentralizing and participative decision-making, leading the team by assuming new role and responsibility.

Although the research of the authorized leadership is getting more and more attention in recent years, there are some problems and shortcomings in the existing research. First of all, the empowerment leadership theory...
originates from the Western cultural background. Western scholars have carried out a lot of researches on the structure of empowerment leadership from different perspectives, and have made abundant achievements with empowerment leadership scales for different situation developed. But there are few studies in this field in China. A relative lack of research on the structure and measurement of empowerment leadership under localization background hinders the development of empowerment leadership theory in China. The existing research mostly adopts the single measurement method of questionnaire which is easy to produce error. Empowerment leadership should be measured from different perspectives by combining with multiplex methods as case study and in-depth interview to ensure the accuracy. In addition, future research should attach more weight to the test of validity of empowerment leadership scale. Secondly, the practical significance of empowerment leadership has been confirmed by a large number of studies. But there is less research on how to build authorized organization in order to achieve efficient management. Therefore, the study on antecedents of empowering leadership needs to be improved. In addition, the future research should be dedicated to exhibit a full model from the overall perspective by integrating studies on antecedents and effectiveness of empowerment leadership. Throughout previous studies, it is found that the study on outcome variables of empowerment leadership focuses on individual level and group level. Under the influence of economic globalization, more and more enterprises are seeking strategic cooperation to enhance their competitiveness. As a result, they depend more on external forces of upstream and downstream in the industry chain. So it is necessary to give attention to the impact of empowerment leadership on stakeholders in the industrial chain from organizational level.

Finally, western culture that originated from the commodity economy is characterized by strong individualism and small power differential. But Chinese culture that originated in the natural economy has a long history of centralized system which means a big power differential. The future study can focus on the difference of empowerment leadership under different cultural backgrounds from the perspective of cross culture. The test of the effect of empowerment leadership mostly adopts cross-sectional study method in the past. But empowerment leadership behavior tends to be fluctuant over time to adapt to the change of organizational environment. Therefore, future research should pay attention to the application of longitudinal research method and make the research results more according with the reality of enterprise.
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